
Under the Spotlights

Two recent events with damage to the passenger windows of the
aircraft were reported to Airbus. Similar events also happened on
non-Airbus aircraft. The damage was caused by the heat of
spotlights used during promotional filming sessions. One of these
events could have had serious safety consequences as damage was
not detected on ground, and caused some window panes to detach
from the aircraft during the next flight.

This article describes this event in more detail and how to prevent
heat damage due to exterior lighting. It also recommends checking
the condition of the aircraft before it returns to service.

Check the latest version of this article on safetyfirst.airbus.com and on
the Safety first app for iOS and Android devices.
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CASE STUDY

Event Description

An A321neo aircraft was performing a positioning flight before several sectors of
operations. A limited number of people including some cabin crew members were
on board. The aircraft was climbing toward its target altitude. At 10 000 ft, one of
the cabin crew noticed an excessive amount of cabin noise and cold temperature
while walking toward the empty middle part of the aircraft. He discovered that one
of the windows on the left side of the cabin appeared to have slipped down from its
usual position and that the window seal was flapping in the outside airflow (fig.1).
He immediately informed the flight crew who decided to descend to 9 000 ft and to
perform an in-flight turnback. The aircraft landed safely and without further incident.

When on the ground and with the aircraft parked, the flight crew performed an
inspection of the aircraft exterior. They observed that two windows were missing
and one was dislodged (fig.2). Damage to the lower side of the left stabilizer,
probably due to an impact of a departing part, was also noticed. Further inspection
revealed that two additional windows were damaged on the left side of the fuselage
and one window also showed signs of damage on the right side of the fuselage.

(fig.1) Picture of the
window during the event
(source: operator)

(fig.2) Picture of the
damaged and missing
windows after landing
(source: investigation
board)

Event Analysis

One day before the event, there was a filming session inside the aircraft, around the
middle cabin area. There were 6 halogen (tungsten) lamphead spotlights, rated at
12 kW, placed outside the cabin windows to light the area being filmed. The 6
spotlights were first located on the right side of the aircraft at a distance between 6
to 9 meters from the fuselage, close to the overwing emergency exits, with the light
beams focussed on the same area of fuselage (fig.3). The lights were then moved
to the left side of the aircraft for the second part of the filming session.

(fig.3) Lighting setup
during the filming
session (not to scale)
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(fig.4) Picture of the
filming session (source:
operator)

Heat damage

The combined power of the 6 lamps in the halogen lighting setup was 72 kW. The
exposure of the fuselage area to the spotlights lasted more than 4 hours on each
side of the aircraft. The heat produced by the infrared radiation from the halogen
spotlights damaged several cabin windows. This damage was not detected prior to
the next flight.

The damage found on the affected windows during post-flight inspection included:

● Two window assemblies completely missing (one pane was retrieved on the
runway)

● One window with missing outer pane
● Deformation of several other window panes
● Window seals in degraded condition
● Visible burn marks
● Melted foam ring at the interface between the window and the cabin lining.

(fig.5) Window protrusion
due to deformation (left)
and burn marks on the top
of an outer pane (right)
(source: investigation board)
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CABIN WINDOWS

A cabin window assembly is typically composed of one inner and one outer pane
made of stretched acrylic contained in a window seal (fig.6). An additional
transparent lining (not shown in the illustration) is present on the cabin side to
protect the inner pane from impacts or scratches from the passenger side.

(fig.6) Typical structure of a
cabin window

A plug-type structural element

The cabin window assembly is a plug-type structural component. In other words, it
is positioned from the inside of the aircraft and its size is bigger than the window
frame so that the differential pressure pushes it against the window frame. The
window assembly is maintained in place by a retainer, which is attached to the
window frame by bolts.

A fail-safe structural part

Each cabin window pane (i.e. both the inner and outer panes) are able to
independently sustain the maximum cabin differential pressure usually experienced
during a flight.

The outer pane sustains the loads. A small vent hole on the inner pane lets the
cabin pressure into the space between the two panes. This prevents the inner pane
from sustaining pressurization cycles on each flight. The inner pane is, therefore,
not exposed to structural fatigue.

If the outer pane fails during a flight, the inner pane is designed to sustain the
differential pressure loads and maintain the cabin pressure, which allows the
continuation of the flight. The window assembly can then be replaced when the
aircraft is back on the ground.

Risks associated with abnormal heat exposure

Shrink-back effect of acrylic

Cabin window panes are manufactured from a thick acrylic sheet that is heated to
become softer, then stretched until the required thickness is reached. In normal
operating temperature conditions, the acrylic remains in a stable state. However, if
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excessive heat is applied to a stretched acrylic object, the acrylic softens and the
object tends to shrink back to its original shape (fig.7).

(fig.7) Shrink-back effect of
the stretched acrylic under
abnormally high temperature

Risk of window pane ejection

If the passenger window panes are exposed to an excessive amount of heat, the
panes may start to shrink and could become smaller than the window
frame. If a damaged window is not detected before the aircraft returns to service,
as in the event described earlier, there is a risk that the cabin pressure differential at
altitude will force the affected window pane outwards, causing cabin air pressure
leaks and eventually the ejection of the window pane (fig.8). If both the inner and
outer panes are affected by the heat damage, the complete window assembly
could fail and be ejected.

(fig.8) Risk of window pane
ejection if the heat damage
is not detected before the
next flight

PREVENTING HEAT DAMAGE

When performing a filming session or photoshoot that requires the use of artificial
lighting in close proximity to an aircraft, the following recommendations will prevent
heat from the lights causing damage to the windows and fuselage.

Avoid using high thermal radiation lighting

Airbus recommends not to use high thermal radiation lighting devices, such
as halogen (tungsten) or HMI lighting, during photoshoots or filming sessions
outside or inside an aircraft. This type of lighting device emits a large amount of
thermal energy. Only use low energy lighting devices, such as LED lights,
which provide good lighting capabilities with low heat emission.

Limit exposure and regularly monitor the surface temperature

Switch off any lighting devices when not necessary to limit the exposure time to
the minimum.

Even though Airbus aircraft materials have been qualified for use in elevated
temperature environments, for example, taking into account operations or storage in
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hot weather regions, Airbus recommendation is to make sure that the surface
temperature of cabin and passenger windows, fuselage, interior equipment and all
aircraft parts exposed to the lighting sources, are monitored and do not exceed
55°C.

Beware of the thermal radiation cumulative effect

Even if the minimum distance to the subject defined by the lighting device
instructions is respected, when multiple lighting units are used at the same
time, there is a thermal radiation cumulative effect that may cause
overheating and damage to the aircraft.

For example, one halogen lighting unit located at the minimum recommended
distance, and pointed at the fuselage may increase the surface temperature of the
fuselage to 40°C (fig.9).

Using six similar halogen lighting devices simultaneously, which are located at the
recommended minimum distance and all pointed at the fuselage, may quickly raise
the surface temperature to 120°C due to the cumulation of the thermal radiation
emitted from each light. This high temperature may cause damage to the object.

(fig.9) Thermal radiation
cumulative effect

Check the aircraft for damage before return
into service

After the filming session or photoshoot is finished, Airbus recommends
performing a visual inspection of all cabin windows that were exposed to the
lightning to check they are free of any damage or distortion before returning the
aircraft to service.
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The use of lighting devices during a filming session or photoshoot
around an aircraft, or in the cabin, can have unintended
consequences. High energy lighting devices can emit a level of
thermal radiation that can damage the aircraft’s fuselage,
windows, or cabin interiors. This may even result in a failure in
flight of the window assemblies due to the effects of the heat
damage, leading to a loss of cabin pressure at altitude and
potential injury to passengers or crew.

Several recommendations should be taken into consideration
when planning a filming session or photo shoot involving any
aircraft. These include only using low heat emitting lighting
devices, such as LED lighting equipment, limiting the exposure of
the fuselage, windows, or cabin interior to the lights, and regularly
monitoring the surface temperature so that it does not exceed
55°C when exposed to the lights.

After the completion of the filming session, it is important to
perform a thorough visual inspection of the areas that were
exposed to the lighting to ensure there is no damage and that the
aircraft is in a safe condition for its return to service.
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The Airbus magazine contributing to the enhancement of the safety of
aircraft operations by increasing knowledge and communication on
safety related topics.

Safety first is published by the Product Safety department. It is a source of
specialist safety information for the use of airlines who fly and maintain
Airbus aircraft. It is also distributed to other selected organizations and is
available on digital devices.

Material for publication is obtained from multiple sources and includes
selected information from the Airbus Flight Safety Confidential Reporting
System, incident and accident investigation reports, system tests and fight
tests. Material is also obtained from sources within the airline industry,
studies and reports from government agencies and other aviation sources.

All articles in Safety first are presented for information only and are not
intended to replace ICAO guidelines, standards or recommended
practices, operator-mandated requirements or technical orders. The
contents do not supersede any requirements mandated by the State of
Registry of the Operator’s aircraft or supersede or amend any Airbus
type-specific AFM, AMM, FCOM, MMEL documentation or any other
approved documentation.

Articles may be reprinted without permission, except where copyright
source is indicated, but with acknowledgement to Airbus. Where Airbus is
not the author, the contents of the article do not necessarily reflect the
views of Airbus, nor do they indicate Company policy.

Contributions, comments and feedback are welcome. Enquiries related to
this publication should be addressed to:

Airbus - Product Safety department (W)
1, rond point Maurice Bellonte
31707 Blagnac Cedex - France
safetycommunication@airbus.com

Visit us at safetyfirst.airbus.com or install the Safety first app:
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